BLOND HAIR KILLER
SUSPECT IN BARROSO MURDER

The below was issued and distributed by the Houston Police Department, Homicide Division on the 4th of October. This letter was given to all the known gay bars.

The Houston Police Department is making every effort to apprehend the killer of Art Barroso - let us, the Gay Community do what we can. The NUNTIUS will give a $100.00 reward for information leading to the arrest and conviction of the murderer of Arthur Barroso. Perhaps other Gay businessmen or individuals would like to add to this amount in order to help clear up this murder. If so, please write or call the Nuntius, (WM) 524-5612 or write 4615 Mt. Vernon, Houston, Texas 77006.

FIRST TEXAS GAY MARRIAGE

'Legally Married' in Houston

Tony appeared before the city council after the happening above and the following was reported by the Post.

MAYES HARASSED BY POLICE

But won't leave town

The case was dismissed on the 21st because the inside of the police building is not regarded as a "public thoroughfare," as stated in the revised law on transsexuals. One interpretation of the law is that people can be arrested outside of a building but not inside for dressing as the opposite sex. The law, Section 28-42.4 of the Houston Code of Ordinances states:

"You are under arrest for dressing as the opposite sex."
New Large Game Room
Completely Remodeled

New Large Patio
New Owners
New Bartenders
ROB & RON

A GREEK LESSON
Of all cultures generally noted by the public as tolerating some homosexuality, ancient Greece is probably the best known. Names from its Golden Age are famous and recognized for their interest in young men.

Considerably less known are some words in its language which have influenced English, a few of them sexual in nature. Probably the most interesting was "sauros", meaning "lizard". Its literal sense has contributed many combined forms familiar to us: dinosaur, lichens, etc. and so on.

Strato of Sardis, however, and other poets as well, used the word figuratively. It was used as a playful but appreciative synonym for "penis". Although it was apparently slang, it did not seem to be derogatory. The English word "lizard" is occasionally so used, but clearly the practice is very old probably having come to English from schoolboys having to translate Latin and Greek.

Another interesting word was "geiton", which meant "neighboring". It seems to have been slang for homosexual at one time, thus Petronius later gave his gay hero the same name, whence the French obtained it. It also appears in the English "geitonymy", referring to the pollination of one flower by another growing on the same plant.

Another word of note is "pugnacious", which could be loosely rendered "buttocky". It seems to have denoted stimulation by friction between the buttocks. The word was based on "puge" meaning "rump".

These words gave the Greek "pugnagogos", that is, "whitemumphed", denoting a kind of eagle. It is thought that this was the sea eagle, but some authorities believe it meant the bald-eagle (1). In English we derive "steatopogyes" referring to excessive development of fat on the buttocks. We also have "Macgaff" meaning "name of a large genus of cuckoo doves."

It is not certain if "puge" had any relation to "pug" which meant "first" and also named a unit of measure based on the distance from the elbow to the knuckles. It does appear, though, that "pugme" was a cousin to the name of the hero Pygmalion, whose name gave us the word "pygmalionism", denoting sexual responsiveness directed toward a statue.

The word for first also gave us "pugnacious" and "pugmill" and "pygmy". It is conjectured by John Allegro that "pugme" is related to the Accadian "bukanum" meaning "beater" or "stick".

Greek, anyone?

Terry from Tyler --

AUSTIN'S NEW APARTMENT

The Austin bar that many of you have come to know over the past five years entered a new era. This past July the new owners, B. K. and Keith, opened the finest gay bar yet in our beloved city. THE NEW APARTMENT has been enlarged and completely remodeled and yet has kept the same atmosphere that has made it one of the most enjoyable and successful gay bars in Texas.

A large patio was added at the front (back) of the building with the decorating and landscaping being done by customers. Just two weeks ago a new large room was added to the side of the old building and the opening of this room was coupled with the visit of Bud- dy, popular Houston Go-Go. Boy from the Red Room, to celebrate the event. Buddy was lent to THE NEW APARTMENT by THE RED ROOM in Houston for this special event.

Big nights at the bar are Friday, Saturday and Sunday, but you can find a crowd there every night of the week after 6:30 or 9. The new room has become the game room for the bar and has two pool tables and foosball. Plenty of chairs are available now for those of you who want to rest between cruises and a few tables that will even make the table hoppers happy.

THE NEW APARTMENT has been strictly a beer and wine bar and it was first opened in the late 60's, but B. K. has announced that they will have mixed drinks soon to whet the appetite of all of you heavy boozers.

Special events at the bar regularly include a 25¢ tap beer and hamburgers every Sunday from 6 to 9. Starting the first of October they have 25¢ Tap beer and setups from opening beer and setups from opening (4 PM) until 8 PM every night except Saturday and Sunday.

Visitors from San Antonio, Temple, Waco, Houston and Dallas enjoy the bar and taking their social hours at the bar. You'll find the bar located almost on the corner of 26th and Rio Grande, just one block from the Drag in the University of Texas area. If you have trouble locating them call 478-0224 for directions.

TV First for Rocco

ANOTHER "FIRST" FOR PAT

New York now has the first regularly scheduled all gay television show which started last August 24th. It is a two-hour weekly syndicated show, and, naturally, thrills our Pat. Pat is in charge of Pat to supply the opening and closing film segments for credits and show identification. Pat and were all out, and filmed kissing scenes in the middle of the streets, boys walking hand in hand through the crowds on Hollywood Blvd., and the like. We'll be seeing a print of those sequences at our next meeting (that is if you are a member of SPREE and a member of SPREE), but rest assured that New York television will never be the same after Rocco invades with another T.V. first. (from SPREE NEWS)
EVERYONE'S FUN HOUSE
PRESENTS
THE BEST IN THE AREA IN THE ART OF
FEMALE IMPERSONATION:
SONG, DANCE, SATIRE AND
RECORD PANTOMIME!

SHOWS - *
* THURSDAYS - 9:30 - 11:30
* SUNDAYS - 8:30 - 10:30 & 12:30

SATURDAY AFTERNOON COLOR T.V.
JUICE DRINKS SPECIAL 50¢

SUNDAY BLOODY MARY PARTY

4 to 8 - Mon. thru Fri.
Drinks 50¢

11 am to 6 pm - Sat.
Bloody Mary's 50¢

All day Sunday
Draft Beer 25¢
THE MINI PARK IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE SOUTHWEST PREMIERE OF:

DEVIL IN THE FLESH

Oct. 4 - 17

Devil in the Flesh

HARD ACTION
ADULTS ONLY

Open 11 A.M. 'til Midnight
Midnight Shows Friday & Saturdays
$1 Discount Everyday Between 5 & 7
(Plus selected short subjects)

Mini Park
2907 Main
Houston
528-5881

The Relentless Search Of A 20th Century SATYR
For SEX In All Its Forms Creates The Enigma Of This Extraordinary HOMOSEXUAL LOVE STORY

Oct. 18 - 25

The Other Side of Joey

Watch the Advocate for Upcoming Films at the Mini Park
Call Theater for Feature Times
A suit was filed in Maricopa County Superior Court by the ACLU to prevent the school administration from providing a speaker who would have been in conflict with the religious beliefs of many students.

The court granted a temporary restraining order to prevent the school from providing the speaker. The school administration agreed to withdraw the speaker from the program.

The ACLU has been involved in this case because they believe that the school administration is infringing on the rights of students to express their beliefs.

The ACLU has filed numerous cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has won several cases in which they have challenged the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. In these cases, the courts have ruled that students have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU is currently involved in a number of cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has filed numerous cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has won several cases in which they have challenged the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. In these cases, the courts have ruled that students have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU is currently involved in a number of cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has filed numerous cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has won several cases in which they have challenged the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. In these cases, the courts have ruled that students have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU is currently involved in a number of cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has filed numerous cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU has won several cases in which they have challenged the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. In these cases, the courts have ruled that students have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.

The ACLU is currently involved in a number of cases challenging the right of school administrators to control what is taught in the classroom. The organization believes that students should have the right to express their views without fear of censorship.
NOW SERVING YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES -

HAPPY HOUR

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
5 P.M. to 7:30 P.M.

MONTROSE GAZE

By now you must've heard of the MONTROSE GAZE. You may not have heard that they now have a building for this much heralded gay community center, deep in the Heart of Montrose, at the corner of 504 Fairview and Whitney. At the risk of sounding hokey, it's our dream come true. We hope.

So we are ready for action, right? Realistically speaking, no. We need money to start and to keep going - rent, building upkeep, goodies for recreation and community service projects. If you're worried about where funds are going and who controls them, come to our meetings, join us. You'll see that there is no friendly dictator with her/his hands in the pot. Every member votes on any use for the money. For practical purposes, such as our incorporation as a non-profit organization, we have an elected board of directors with checks and balances and all of those other good democratic things. It's working. Our next fundraising event was held at Slugs on the 1st of October. All of the money in Texas won't make us a good community organization - it would help, but you are more valuable, the gay community, whoever, wherever you are. Come to our meetings, now being held at the new center, Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m. And don't worry, your names and addresses won't show up in the news if you attend, come on out!

Now that we have a building, we can start work on our projects. We have formed separate committees to deal with specifics. Committees to deal with specifics but we all end up working on projects important to the operation of the center. If you have ideas, materials, or yourself to donate, please come see us at the center.

The second successful benefit dance at Slug's the 1st of this month cleared $400.00 which was immediately deposited in our bank account to go towards rent and equipment for the center. The support of the community was tremendous as shown by a $50.00 donation from an individual and the signing up of 30 new members.

Because of the large support from our community, the center will become a reality on October 28. Yes folks, after several months of planning and hard work the Montrose Gaze Community Center will open its doors on Saturday October 28 from 12pm to 5pm. There will be open house, live music, free coffee and doughnuts, and a chance to come explore the facilities and get a program of activities for the month of November. Then from 8 pm until 2 am will be the biggest and best dance ever to be held in the city of Houston - a HALLOWEEN COSTUME DANCE. Everyone get in the spirit of things and don't forget to wear a costume. Prizes will be given for both the best and worst costume. All activities on opening day, including the dance, will be free and open to the whole community, to people of all ages and all viewpoints. Please remember, that in order to keep the center open to all ages, there positively can be no liquor or dope allowed on the premises. Don't miss out on this historical event.

To get into the spirit of things, Saturday October 21, Montrose Gaze is having a softball game - men against women - at Fairview and Yupon. Come out at 2 p.m. and join in the fun.

Remember the meeting time is 7:30 each Wednesday, 504 Fairview. We encourage all people to attend in order to get in on the planning of the activities so that this center will be, in fact, a community center.

CAROL DODA

Carol Doda, whose silicone-enriched bosom helped launch San Francisco's topless craze says she and 75 other co-workers will go on strike if topless-bottomless male dancers are permitted on North Beach stages. Several nightclub owners, noting the furor created by actor Burt Reynolds' portrait in the buff in a recent magazine, had announced plans to audition nude male dancers. Miss Doda, 41-63-26, met. with club owners Marvin Boyd of El Cid, Pete Mattox of the Condor and Art San- rash of the Boaring. 20s to warn that the naked ladies of North Beach would walk off the stages if nude male dancers walked on.

It appears that these ladies are afraid of the competition - why not something for everyone??

GAY ZODIAC EXPRESS
SATURDAY - OCTOBER 28, 1972

Departure Time: 3:00 PM
Departure from Houston: Nuntius Office, 4615 Mt. Vernon
Departure from Dallas: 5:00 PM - Ron Sue's, 3236 McKinney

PARTY BUSES . . . . 32 minimum passengers

The interiors are color coordinated with beautiful shag carpeting from floor to ceiling. They are equipped with tape deck and stereo. PA system restroom, built-in bar, tables for cards and games. Buses feature a lounge area that seats eight. Completely air conditioned with large and comfortable seats.

$20.00 per person
Includes:
- ROUND TRIP BUS, ICE, CUPS, SET-UPS, PARTY SNACKS, (BYOB)
- AMPLE STORAGE SPACE FOR GOWNS...

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
527-6436
524-5612
Deadline Date: OCTOBER 20, 1972

WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE
for information
713-527-0436
3282 Bammel Lane - Suite 209 - Houston, Texas 77006

BUSES AVAILABLE FOR FUTURE EVENTS: MADRID SPECIAL WEEK-END TRIPS
It probably won't ruin the enjoyment of Devil in the Flesh for those of you that will be seeing this new gay film if we come right out and tell you about the murder near the end of the picture. This particular scene is also used as a prologue before the titles, so audiences will be aware from the very beginning that this character will be killed, although the identity of the murderer is not revealed until the final reel.

Mark Taylor plays a rich, calculating young man who regards those of you that will be seeing this new gay film near the end of the picture. This is on the final reel. The murderer is not revealed until beginning that this character will be killed, although the identity of their sexual content first and grates its sex with the plot so

Keeping in mind this film is probably won't ruin the story that kept us engaged.

It has rapid movement that catches our eye. This continues, he'd a sensitive role and Mark Taylor, was Mark Taylor's thing that caught our eye. This continues, he'd have a little thing.

Keeping in mind this film is probably won't ruin the story that kept us engaged.

The film's opening footage is the weakest. In prologue, Gordon Harris' voice-over wonders how in hell he happened to fall in love with a young Gatynmede (Kahler). Next follows a long sequence of Kahler and Harris in the act doing all the main things that the same old things in the same old way. Since the audience really doesn't know who the characters are, and the music that travels along with their huffing and puffing is parochial and inappropriate, Joey promises to be a bore. Once that tedious opening is out of the way, however, things take a fast upbeat.

Harris has mixed emotions about the affair. He wants Joey, and he doesn't, and is annoyed when the youngsters doesn't think and act like an adult (probably the very qualities that attracted him to Joey in the first place). Joey, who has nervous tendencies to work out every emotional problem with the aid of a mirror, makes it with an ex (Ellis Crawford), a prick who wants to get even with Joey with Harris for leaving him. He calls up two buddies who are in the S&M trip, interrupting them as they are watching a fuck flick on their own time (nice touch).

Breathing hotly, they show up and work Joey over, albeit not enough really to turn on the passion for pleasure crowd. These shots are intercut with scenes of Harris at the office daydreaming about happy moments he shared with Joey. The flashbacks give the film an emotional turn.

Certainly that he's been had from every direction, Joey returns home convinced that he's something to be used. He doesn't dig the knowledge. So, like Salinger's Holden Caulfield, he decides to blow.

Harris returns, and there's a damn good scene here. Joey not wanting to go; Harris wanting him to stay; and neither one of them ready to take the first step toward reconciliation. When they both decide to stop playing games, the effect is heart-tugging. It's refreshing to see two guys deciding to make something work, rather than searching for all the dubious reasons that their relationship will flounder.

So, the story's both innocent and heterosexual.
Police and Post indicted

Following the above which appeared in the Houston Post on Friday, September 22, the following letter was received at the Post.

It is reassuring to learn that the Houston Police Department, with 26,219 reported burglaries in 1971, only 2,727 of which were cleared by arrest, much less by conviction, still has the time and resources to assign at least two of its highly skilled and trained officers, as well as the secretarial staff to prepare the necessary offense reports and charges, to arrest Richard Anthony Mayes (Post Sept. 22) on the steps of the police station for dressing in female clothing.

All aside from the problem which a Scotsman in kilts might encounter in our city because of this diligence of the vice squad’s expertise in determining sex by the nature of clothing, it would seem to me, as a taxpayer, that the police could be more productively employed in seeking out thieves and burglars, who generally do not work on the front porch of the police station and who represent more of a public inconvenience than a man wearing a skirt, if he is a man, medically speaking.

May I also suggest that the editor who chose to give 80 column inches to this pathetic story (including a four-column cut) needs to have his news judgment re-evaluated, particularly in the absence of any apparent inquiry by the reporter about this gross waste of police manpower.

William F. Walsh

City’s report on transvestism almost ready

City health director Albert Randall said Wednesday he is nearing completion of a transvestite report for city councilmen after a second appearance by transsexual Richard Anthony Mayes before the council.

Mayes asked councilmen three months ago to issue cards to permit true transvestites the freedom of dressing in clothes of the opposite sex. The council told Dr. Randall to compile a report on the subject.

Mayes, who says he is required to dress as a woman for a year before undergoing a sex change operation, had one transvestite charge dismissed in court recently. He was arrested for the seventh time as he left the courtroom in a dress.

"If you think I can be harassed until I leave town, you're wrong," he told councilmen Wednesday; "I love Houston and I will stay.

Mayes, who goes by the alias of Toni Rochelle Mayes, said information on the conditions of transvestism could be read in a couple of weeks.

He said he was expecting action by the council within that time. Councilman Frank Mann accused Mayes of being a publicity seeker. "Go ahead and lead a funny life -- you can get your operation with all the publicity," Mann told Mayes.

Mayes said the only publicity involved was in trying to inform the public of the plight of transvestites.

God Loves You... So Do We! Join Us In Church - Metropolitan Community Church of Dallas

SUNDAY 7-8:30PM
FELLOWSHIP 6-6:30PM - REV. RICHARD VINCENT, PASTOR
SERVICE 7-7:30PM - PHONE 946-4354
4015 NORMANDY DALLAS, TEX. 75221
(2 Blks. No. of Mockingbird on Preston Rd.)
Toni is fighting for her operation as well as the right to her own lifestyle. Perhaps this fight in some way may help the one of the homosexual. If you can or wish to help Toni - with letters of encouragement or funds, I know it would be appreciated.

Address correspondence to:
Toni
S. Nuntius
4613 Mt. Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006

Paul Stewart is back in Houston after a 6 month stay on "The Island".
You will find Paul hosting the cocktail hour at the Farm House . . . piano bar, and 1/2 price drinks 4:00 til 8:00 Monday thru Saturday . . . Plus . . . FREE hor'dovers which we understand is a fine buffet.

Welcome home Paul.

Keg Party Sundays
5 - 7
(5.00)
528-9552

Your hostesses
Ricci & Rita

The Briar Patch
5709 Oram

Happy Hour
Twice a Day
4:30 to 6:00
9:30 to 10:30

Dallas, Tex. 824-9190

Roaring 60's Club
Pool - Dancing - Mixed Drinks
Open Tuesday through Sunday 5pm - 2am
(Closed Mondays)
528 9430
SECOND ANNUAL DALLAS
ZODIAC COSTUME BALL
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1972 – 8PM
ADOLPHUS HOTEL
GRAND BALL ROOM

Trophies and cash prizes valued over $1500.00

Trophies and Prizes:
★ MISS GRAND BALL 1972-73
★ MISS DALLAS
★ BEST GOWN
★ BEST COSTUME (NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH "BEST GOWN")
★ BEST PROFESSIONAL TALENT SERIOUS
★ BEST PROFESSIONAL TALENT COMEDY

COUPON – MAIL ORDER

AM 21 YEARS OF AGE.
PLEASE SEND ME______TICKETS AT $5. EACH.
INCLOSED YOU WILL FIND:
[ ] CASHIERS CHECK
[ ] MONEY ORDER
IN THE AMOUNT OF______

To:
name
address
city state zip code

MAIL TO: Dallas Zodiac Costume Ball
3637 Hawthorne
Dallas, Texas 75219

(T.O. must accompany ticket at the door to be admitted.)

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN
DALLAS:
RON SUE'S
RED ROOM
T.J.'s
THE MUNTIUS
BON SOIR

A young sailor fell in line, as is the custom in the military. When he got to the end of it there was a barrel with a bung hole, so he took advantage of it in the same manner as his predecessor. This happened the next day, too. He remarked to a friend behind him in line, "That is great... I'd sure like to know how it works." His friend said, "Oh, you'll find out soon enough... tomorrow is your day in the barrel."

They've combined Love and Dovey soaps and now have a Lovey-Dovey brand that cooes while it's cleaning your wand.

EROS BAKERY

DO YOU NEED A "CAKE???"
Specially designed for that "particular" person or occasion -

XXXXX Rated Cakes
- Just for YOU!!

688-0088
(Ask for Willis only)
Dear Friends and Members of H.E.L.P.,

As I am sure most of you are aware, we were recently subjected to a reprehensible and unprovoked attack by officers of the LAPD. Because the Newsletter has been "out to bed" a couple of days prior to "Black Friday", the H.E.L.P. Board of Directors has asked me to write this letter, explaining exactly what happened and what we are doing about it. Although there are still a few loose ends to be decided, we are hopeful that the following account will help to sort out a number of rumors and misapprehensions.

I would further preface this statement with the assurance that H.E.L.P. is in no danger of faltering. We are receiving tremendous support from our own attorneys, unless they take it upon themselves to attempt to stop us. As a result of this raid and the crystallization of the heterosexual community in our favor, H.E.L.P. is in a stronger position today than it has ever been before. We realize that our Rockwell/Beverly Hills campaign is far from over, and we also believe we can expect to receive a great deal of assistance from the Gay Community. They were also seeking to prevent our activities from coming to the Gay Community. They were also seeking to prevent our activities from coming to the Gay Community.

On Sunday, August 30, 1972, H.E.L.P. held a fund-raising "Homer Festival" at the Black Fly. This activity was planned well ahead and was openly advertised on the front pages of the L.A. daily newspapers of the Gay Community. On that date, we had already moved into the Center, more than 12 attorneys, and we are asking for your moral support to carry on the fight. We need your participation and your moral support to carry on the fight which has been started upon us. If we can withstand even this first attack, we will only encourage them to do it again. We are not going to be afraid to fight, and we are asking for your moral support to carry on the fight. We need your participation and your moral support to carry on the fight which has been started upon us. If we can withstand even this first attack, we will only encourage them to do it again.

H.E.L.P. Center will be held at our previously stated plans. I would note that the Center is located in L.A. County territory, outside the jurisdiction of the LAPD, and will be closely monitored by our own security guards.

Below is the image of one page of a document, as well as some raw textual content that was previously extracted for it. Just return the plain text representation of this document as if you were reading it naturally. Do not hallucinate.
Earlier, outside the courtroom, Tony said he (she) expected to be arrested when he (she) got outside. When asked if he thought Mayes was being harassed, Mayes' lawyer, Larry Sauer, said, "Now I do. "We, she was also harassed. But... it's obvious."

Sauer said his client is considering filing harassment charges against the police. Tony was released after posting $27.50 bond on the original charge and another $27.50 for an outstanding traffic warrant. "I think I have a job starting tomorrow," Tony said after her release. "But after all this publicity they will probably recognize me." She said that she has been unable to hold a job because of her sexual preference. Mayes told reporters she had been living with friends for over a year and that she is short of money. "The biggest problem is trying to educate people about transsexuals."

Tony said that he didn't see any movement developing for transsexuals, but she did say "I would appreciate any help, but I could not expect anyone to go through what I am going through."

Shrink out'a sight

Members of GAYS OF DOT-TAWA had the dubious privilege of hearing Dr. Arboleda, a clinical psychologist at the Royal Ottawa Hospital and an admitted male heterosexual, present a talk on "Homosexuality, a psychiatrist's point of view." While addressing a mixed male/female predominantly homosexual audience, he stuck to reciting the various "conservative" views on male homosexuality, hate propaganda we are all too familiar with. Presenting himself as authority and observer, only once did he actually give his own views, admitting that his prime aim in working with male gays would be to change their sexuality and secondly to get them to accept their homosexuality.

It was a frustrating evening listening to this man, pompously sitting there telling us how we live, what we do, why we are gay, yet at the same time it was a good learning experience. Never again are we going to invite heterosexuals to come to us as the knowling ones on homosexuality. We gays are the only authorities, we who live it 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We know our gay brothers and sisters as human beings, not as clinical subjects and who also are all too familiar with the discrimination and ignorance in the larger society that create the problems we have to cope with.

We would be shocked to hear a white sociologist address a black organization recounting the high crime rate and low business success among blacks without taking into account the all-prevalent prejudice and discrimination blacks must fight against. I was shocked to hear Dr. Arboleda. Psychiatry for him is a tool to create social conformity. Denying his long-term responsibility to his patients, he attempts to get the gay person to conform to the status quo by either changing their sexuality or maintaining a low profile and not fighting the wrongs of society that keep gays oppressed. Psychiatry has for too long put the onus for change on the dissident individual, the woman who suffers from depression due to the boredom of her housewife role, the gay who is forced to deny his or herself to pass as straight. The problem is not an individual one but a more general oppression of a society demanding social conformity at all costs even when it oppresses and denies the right of self fulfillment to so many people. It is time for all gay men and gay women to say no to society and ignorant psychiatrists. We will not conform to your prejudices. We will remain GAY, GAY AND PROUD. Dr. Arboleda, you are an ignor­rant man. Your knowledge is
Police entrapment in highway rest areas

EDITOR
(EDITOR's note: The author of the following article is a Boston Attorney of the firm of Rook, Roth and Rubin, which has been providing legal assistance to the gay community.)

BOSTON- The following is a common fact situation for a man: While driving north on Interstate Route 93 you have to urinate; you stop at a rest area and go into the woods to relieve yourself. As you are walking into the woods, you pass a young man who says hello. You acknowledge him and proceed into the woods to unzip your pants. All of a sudden there is an arm on your shoulder - you turn around to see the young man you just passed flashing a police badge at you and informing you that you are under arrest. The next thing you know is that you are in jail, charged with the crime of open and gross lewdness and being a disorderly person.

This situation can happen to you, and in fact it does happen to hundreds of individuals each year. The state and local police in towns such as Attleboro and Woburn have an active program in which they station police decoys in the rest areas in Route 93 and Route 95. The decoys are usually young police officers who are coached in such tactics. The officers dress in casual clothes, usually tight-fitting pants and a sport shirt. In the warmer months they are stationed in these areas approximately three days per week, six hours per day. It is not unforeseeable for anyone, gay or straight, to acknowledge a "hello" when passing such a person. However, if you do acknowledge his presence you may ultimately find yourself under arrest.

After you are arrested, you are booked, fingerprinted and photographed. The police will then release you but inform you that you must appear in the local court on a certain date. Upon appearing in court, the prosecutor, who is usually a police officer, may approach you to offer you a deal. The prosecutor may offer to drop one of the charges (open and gross lewdness) if you plead guilty ("cop a plea") to the other charges (being a disorderly person) and pay a fine (usually $200.).

At this point you may consider yourself lucky not to be in jail. But upon further reflection you realize that this experience has now cost you some money for the fine, perhaps a lawyer, and any time you have lost from work. Moreover, you will have a criminal record which could seriously impair your future and disqualify you for any number of jobs. You are, in fact, now classified to those who can read between the lines as a "sex criminal" and "pervert." If you haven't considered how it was straight society that has made you a victim of this psychological brand of police brutality, you may even blame yourself for the situation.

All this could be the price for having to relieve yourself while driving.

Charlie Hill

(AGO info)
Members of GAYS OF OTTAWA had the dubious privilege of hearing Dr. Arboleda, a clinical psychologist at the Royal Ottawa Hospital, and an admitted heterosexual, present a talk on "Homosexuality, a psychiatrist's point of view." While addressing a mixed male/female predominantly homosexual audience, he stuck to rectifying the various 'conservative' views on male homosexuality, hate propagandas we are all too familiar with. Presenting himself as authority and observer, only once did he actually give his own views, admitting that his prime aim in working with male gay would be to change their sexuality and secondly to get them to accept their homosexuality.

It was a frustrating evening listening to this man, pompously sitting there telling us how we live, what we do, why we are gay, yet at the same time it was a good learning experience. Never again are we going to invite heterosexuals to come to us as the know-nothing ignorant man. Your knowledge is to conform to the status quo. You impose your values on gays and others making them feel guilty for wanting to live their own lives and deny the guilt of the larger prejudiced society. I would hate you Dr. Arboleda if I feared you, but since I don't I just pity you. Charlie Hill

(Originally printed: "THE FUN THREE"

Proudly presents "THE FUN THREE"

612 HADLEY
HOUSTON

9 til 11
Announcing!!! for the first time anywhere! our very own line of the most exciting, beautiful and Sexy greeting Cards!!!

RAY HOUSTONS' ORIGINAL "SEXY-STUDS" GREETING CARDS ARE

MORE THAN THE MOST!

ORDER DIRECT & SAVE

THE NUNTIUS is proud to present a new greeting idea! At last you’ll be able to share an exciting experience with your friends...and reflect your good taste as well. These beautiful cards are the Zenith of masculine art. For your most personal expression and a real "turn-on" be the first to send these handsome "Sexy-Studs" to that special someone. Of course anyone who receives one of these great cards can’t help but feel "special." The Houston quality signature is unmistakable in each and every one of these handsome cards. Have any or all of these Sexy Studs deliver those "just right" words to your friends or make a real impression on those new numbers!

Two great sets...Four different designs...Twenty great cards and envelopes to a set! Great for gifts too! Up against the wall, they make a great impression, just at the right time too! Special orders filled for all of one design (Birthday cards, etc.). No orders filled for less than 20 cards total. Order yours today! Fun to send and receive!

2 Sets available, A,B
4 Sexy designs per set
20 Delux cards & envelopes per set

ORDER YOURS TODAY

THE NUNTIUS
4615 Mt. Vernon
Houston, Texas 77006

Please send me ______ set of 20 cards and envelopes at $6.00 per set. (Add $1.00 for handling and postage) Total amount enclosed is ______. (Check or money order - sorry no CODs)

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY _____ STATE _____ ZIP

LOOK FOR NEW AND EXCITING THINGS COMING YOUR WAY!!!
DANCE CONTEST
CASH PRIZES
respected
by Vantage Press, popular literature during the past
SEARCH's 5th,
friends, Frank leaves the small
out on an aimless drive across the
midwestern town where he has
yet know anything about his own
spent his life to date, and starts
in his early thirties,
the drifter; Tony, the beautiful,
hustling orphan; and Jim, the
is unlike Frank in that he has
been exposed to homosexual
awareness, and starts
this narrative of a gay odyssey
<CAMELEON>
whose characters are
few years. In no sense is it in
the same class with the more
pleasantly surprised by the quality
of this book. Its theme (gay-hustler
novels," which usually implies
beauty," is pleasantly surprising.

Begins with a hitchhiker, Billy,
who tells him he is a hustler. In
his naïve Frank does not know
what a hustler is; nor does he
yet know anything about his own
true nature and his needs to give
and receive love.

But he learns! He learns as he
encounters Ray, the sailor; Carl,
the drifter; Tony, the beautiful,
hustling orphan; and Jim, the
fugitive from straight marriage.

Then he turns to Tony, the hero
of the second part, an orphan who is
untouched by the Medusa of his
past and who wants nothing more
than to live in his own way without
or at least with manifest sensitivity.

Author George Arents, an ac-
complished pilot who now lives on
the island of Ibiza in the Med-
iterranean, is also an accomplished
racing car driver. He
has driven La Mans five times, finishing fourth in 1959 and fifth in 1960. In 1960 he won the Gran
Premio di Pescara in Italy.

THE LODGE IS MY SHEPHERD
AND HE KNOWS I'M GAY,
by Rev. Troy Perry, published at
$7.95 by Nash Publishing Co.,
2925 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles,
California 90069, 232 pages.

To almost every regular reader of THE ADVOCATE Rev. Troy
Perry is well-known and needs no introduction, as that show business
clique puts it.

But to those of you who don’t keep up with gay organizations
as much as you’d like, Rev. Troy Perry is the founder and current
pastor of the Metropolitan Com-
munity Church in Los Angeles.

As you recall, MCC-Hollywood was the first American (perhaps
the first in the world, as their
publicity claim) church to be
entirely gay orientated.

Many a church has had a closely
related gay member, to be sure, but MCC-
Hollywood was the first to accept
the homosexuality of its pastor and
congregation and build on that
homosexuality in a constructive
manner.

As a consequence, MCC
churches across the nation has
achieved the reputation of being
integral elements in the gay com-
nunities which they strive to
serve.

But all this has been of re-
latively recent origin. To under-
stand the significance of this phe-
nomenon emerging in the last
years, one needs to read the compelling,
oriented autobiography of
founder-pastor Troy Perry.

“I am not a creature from the
darkness,” asserts Perry.
“I am a homosexual, a man of
flash and blood. And I have a few
things to say….”

Lover of God and lover of men, this
activist pastor pulls no punches as he narrates the story
of his personal life and that of his
church. His revelations are both
sometimes shocking, often explosive,
and surprisingly fascinating.

He makes no attempt to milk
the reader for sympathy. Some-
times, in fact, his egoism gets

on the island of Ibiza in the Med-
iteranean is also an accomplished
racing car driver. He
in movies and T-rooms will allow.
At times Tony comes across as the
villain, but his portrait is always
a bit shikker and more interesting.
He may be a shapedown and
homeless youth searching for
his way in the world. He is
an em-
phatic case of the authentic
gay man.

The book is so accurate and
realistic in its portrayal of gay
life that one is tempted to
turn the pages at times in
shock. This is the second part of
<i>Sawdust</i>, a novel that
was first published in
1969.

When you turn to car racing? If so,
you’ll dig this sophisticated pro-
nunciation of chance and
psychological necessity bring Frank
and Tony together in a YMCA,
then separate them, then reunite
them. How similar this is to life
itself, any sexually experienced
reader would indicate.

Memorable vignettes abound in
this surprising book. An orgy
on a YMCA shower floor or a
frontal confrontation between Tony and an em-
sasinating biker who wants his
money back, a shakedown and
rape, a wild posen session for teenage
photography models, and several
others that remain in the
viewer’s memory.

Beneath the surface descriptions
of actual gay sex, the narcissism,
promiscuity, gang-bang and orgies
is the haunted cry of the authentic
lover who cannot understand or
accept his gay nature that so
pressively society not only rejects
but punishes as criminal.

NEW INTERNATIONAL GUIDE-
BOOK
--by Alan

ELOS-GUIDE 1972, edited by Kim
Kent of Copenhagen, Denmark;
376 pages bound in red patent
leather; available from Elysian
Fields, 81 - 13 Broadway,
Elmhurst, New York, 11373; price
$5.

For those who plan to travel
abroad and want some tips on
where the gay scene can be found
in the city you’re visiting, there’s
a special section in the second
part of the book that lists names and addresses in
800 cities throughout the world
(including the U.S.) for bars,
restaurants, bars, unique streets,
parks, T-rooms, beaches, nude
bathing areas, movie theaters, and
hotels and night clubs of gay
interest.

Included are a special section
for bars, restaurants, bars,
unique streets, parks, T-rooms,
beaches, nude bathing areas,
movie theaters, and
hotels and night clubs of gay
interest.

Also included is a special section
for bars, restaurants, bars,
unique streets, parks, T-rooms,
beaches, nude bathing areas,
movie theaters, and
hotels and night clubs of gay
interest.

They serve.

But this is not to say that in
any sense Perry’s viewpoint and
that of the entire gay activist
movement is unworthy of profound
consideration by middle-of-the-
road gays who have long ago come
out of their closets but who are
still somewhat timid about public
demonstrations of nascent gay
power-political, economic,
religious, social, etc.

Troy Perry has long since
worked through the conflicts
and answered these demanding
questions for himself, as he details in
the autobiography.

His attempt at leading a
‚straight’ life by marrying and
having children ended in near dis-
aster and an attempted suicide.
Not until he was able to accept
what he was, and turned to a
quest for self-respect and spiritual
fulfillment, did he begin to find
inner peace and contentment.

Possibly, just possibly there’s
a message for all of us in the story
of Troy Perry, servant of God as
revealed in Jesus Christ and fac-
cilitor of his fellow man.

A new book by Arthur C. Clarke
is being released at $5.95
by Vantage Press, a unit of
Lancer Books, Inc., 516 West
34th Street, New York, NY 10001.

You turn on to car racing? If so,
you’ll dig this sophisticated pro-
nunciation of chance and
psychological necessity bring Frank
and Tony together in a YMCA,
then separate them, then reunite
them. How similar this is to life
itself, any sexually experienced
reader would indicate.

Memorable vignettes abound in
this surprising book. An orgy
on a YMCA shower floor or a
frontal confrontation between Tony and an em-
sasinating biker who wants his
money back, a shakedown and
rape, a wild posen session for teenage
photography models, and several
others that remain in the
der’s memory.

Beneath the surface descriptions
of actual gay sex, the narcissism,
promiscuity, gang-bang and orgies
is the haunted cry of the authentic
lover who cannot understand or
accept his gay nature that so
pressively society not only rejects
but punishes as criminal.

NEW INTERNATIONAL GUIDE-
BOOK
--by Alan

ELOS-GUIDE 1972, edited by Kim
Kent of Copenhagen, Denmark;
376 pages bound in red patent
leather; available from Elysian
Fields, 81 - 13 Broadway,
Elmhurst, New York, 11373; price
$5.

For those who plan to travel
abroad and want some tips on
where the gay scene can be found
in the city you’re visiting, there’s
a special section in the second
part of the book that lists names and addresses in
800 cities throughout the world
(including the U.S.) for bars,
restaurants, bars, unique streets,
parks, T-rooms, beaches, nude
bathing areas, movie theaters, and
hotels and night clubs of gay
interest.

Included is a special section
for bars, restaurants, bars,
unique streets, parks, T-rooms,
beaches, nude bathing areas,
movie theaters, and
hotels and night clubs of gay
interest.

They serve.

But this is not to say that in
any sense Perry’s viewpoint and
that of the entire gay activist
movement is unworthy of profound
consideration by middle-of-the-
road gays who have long ago come
out of their closets but who are
still somewhat timid about public
demonstrations of nascent gay
power-political, economic,
religious, social, etc.

Troy Perry has long since
worked through the conflicts
and answered these demanding
questions for himself, as he details in
the autobiography.

His attempt at leading a
‚straight’ life by marrying and
having children ended in near dis-
aster and an attempted suicide.
Not until he was able to accept
what he was, and turned to a
quest for self-respect and spiritual
fulfillment, did he begin to find
inner peace and contentment.

Possibly, just possibly there’s
a message for all of us in the story
of Troy Perry, servant of God as
revealed in Jesus Christ and fac-
cilitor of his fellow man.
"Ladies and Gentlemen, from the Jewel Box in Kansas City -- the Hi KAMP takes pleasure in presenting Mr. Jan Russell. Who? -- the question flew around the bar. Well, we certainly found out. After the first number, everyone seemed a little skeptical -- like most given to first impressions. However, as the evening progressed -- this entertainer ran the gamut from serious to comedy and even threw in a strip act. Specifically related to homosexuals. There was such a love between performer and audience, there was such a love between performer and audience, that person. The police decoy goes along, whereupon the gay person may touch the police decoy could quickly arrest the individual. In most cases, this is true. However, between the months of May and September in recent years there have been about 200 to 300 such incidents at one rest area per year, all arising out of the use of police decoys and all ending with approximately the same disposition. Furthermore, all the incidents involve male persons who usually plead guilty to one of the charges. Although the above can happen to anyone, the problems presented specifically relate to homosexuals. The authorities claim that they receive complaints from private citizens that they are being bothered by "homos." The police deal with these vague "complaints" by stationing decoys at the rest areas in the hope of enticing homosexuals into violating Massachusetts' antiquarian solicitation laws. In most real situations, when approached by someone who thinks is gay, the police decoy enters into idle conversation with that person. The gay person may ask the decoy to go into a deeper, more remote part of the woods. The police decoy goes along, whereupon the gay person may touch the police officer's genitals, at which time the decoy would arrest that person and charge him not only with lewd and lascivious conduct, but also assault and battery. These are even more serious charges. The injustice involved in such situations starts, of course, with society's maintenance of the taboo against homosexuality. Straight society's inability to deal with homosexuality as a natural aspect of human behavior forces gay people into anonymous cruising situations such as the rest areas on interstate highways. Such rest areas have the unique quality of being located in relatively rural areas, whereas most cruising spots are in big cities (where police entrapment and/or harassment also occurs). Straight society in effect makes a two-pronged assault on the homosexual -- first, driving him into secrecy to seek sex in dark places, and second, finding the resultant cruising scene disagreeable and worthy of police action. Even apart from the basic injustice which occurs when "heterosexual" and "homosexual" are coerced into two distinct categories, many people might ask the following question: If the police want to deter these "crimes," why don't they station a uniformed policeman with a marked car at the rest areas? This would stop the so-called crimes before they happen and satisfy the "civilian complaints." Instead, the police take a course of action which permits them to lodge two charges instead of one. (For the homosexuals, any police action represents further repression against their attempt to survive in a hostile society.) In such cruising situations, the police decoy could quickly arrest the individual upon the initial solicitation. For some reason, the police do not choose to make the arrest at that point, but instead go into the woods with the
PORNOGRAPHY

People who read pornography tend to be well-educated, well-read, and socially and politically active, according to Dr. W. Cody Wilson, an expert on the subject. Dr. Wilson, former executive director of the U.S. Commission on Obscenity and Pornography, also said non-religious, young married men are the type most likely to be a consumer of pornographic material.

Dr. Wilson told the Medical Association of Atlanta that nobody has been able to pinpoint the reasons why, but said, "I would guess that the type of person as described has more social contact, and would frequent places where there is less inhibition toward sex."

Wilson said the commission found that the sex criminal's exposure to pornography during childhood and subsequent years was "very, very low, and in many cases, almost nil."

Wilson said studies do indicate that there may be positive connection between moral depravity and pornography.

"But what we can't determine right now is what comes first - the pornography or the moral depravity," he said. "We tend to think that the person might have been morally depraved before he discovered pornography."

"Another disturbing thought is that most clergymen, lawyers and teachers who are supposed to be sex counselors are actually in need of sex education themselves," he said.

Individual and wait for another "crime" to be committed -- assault and battery (touching the decoy). This puts the police in a position of power because now they have two charges, and they can bargain. The prosecutor may propose a plea - coping situation.

Next comes the scene in court. Present are the judge, prosecuting officer, arresting officer, the defendant and (perhaps) his attorney. Therefore, there are only two persons who were actually present when the incident took place -- the arresting officer and the defendant. What happens next is the administration of justice.

The arresting officer (the decoy, now in uniform) takes the witness stand. He states his name and rank and then proceeds to give his account of what happened. I have been the attorney of record on many such cases and I have never heard the arresting officer's testimony vary more than a few sentences. The arresting officer testifies that he was approached by the defendant, asked to go further into the woods, and while there, was touched by the defendant on the genitals.

The defendant now has an opportunity to tell his story. He states that he stopped to relieve himself and entered into a conversation with the decoy; that the decoy was overly friendly and seemed to want the defendant to "come on" to him. The defendant, unsure of himself, is cautious and does not make any move until he is sure the decoy "knows the scene." At that point, an invitation is made, sometimes by was of a gesture and sometimes by words. Once this overture is made, the defendant is arrested. (The testimony of defendants clearly indicates that is very unlikely that straight private citizens would be approached in such cruising situations.) It is virtually impossible however, for the gay defendant to defend himself with strength and dignity before such a hostile judicial system.

The judge, being the finder of fact in District Court, finds the defendant guilty. He, in effect, is saying that he does not believe the defendant's testimony but does believe that of the arresting officer. This is an essential part of the entrapment tactic. If both parties were telling the truth, and if the judge weighed both testimonies equally, he would then have to find the defendant not guilty. The defendant, in a criminal action, does not have to prove himself innocent -- that is presumed. The prosecutor has the burden to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty.

In the above mentioned example, the judge should find that the police decoy enticed the defendant to commit a "crime," and therefore there was no solicitation. Or, in the alternative, he should find the defendant guilty because the prosecution has not proved its case beyond a reasonable doubt. In order to be guilty of assault and battery, for example, the victim must be put in fear of a touching followed by an unconscious touching. In the example presented, the decoy was never in fear and he consented to the touching.

MARY'S BAR --
Open 10 A.M. Sunday - 12 Noon
Every Wed. - Draft Beer 7 'til close .15¢
Sunday Buffet
Camp Time - 4 to 7 Mon. thru Fri. - Beer 35¢

1022 Westheimer at Waugh 528-8851 Houston
HALLOWEEN CONTEST
October 31st
Prizes to be announced
Reservations Available

"Pass it on" Party of 4

★ JAN RUSSELL
★ JOSEPHINE BALSE
★ EARTHA
★ TERRY WEST

FRI & SUN at 10:00 PM & 12:30 AM

JAN RUSSELL

JOSEPHINE BALSE

Tue. - ½ Price Night LOCAL YOKEL CONTEST - 10:00 PM - Prizes awarded winners
Wed. - GO-GO BOY CONTEST - 10:00 PM - Prizes awarded winners
Thu. - Guest Entertainers - GO-GO BOYS

NO COVER CHARGE

3400 TRAVIS
CLOSED MONDAYS

528-9772
It is not a crime to be homosexual in Massachusetts. Instead Massachusetts has laws which are almost exclusively applied to homosexuals such as crime against nature, lascivious cohabitation, open and gross lewdness, unnatural and lascivious acts, and unnatural and lascivious acts with a child under sixteen. These laws are not dead letters; many people are in jail for these "crimes." In addition, homosexuals are often charged with being a disorderly person and being guilty of assault and battery.

The modern and enlightened trend across the country in "sex crime" legislation is to repeal the above-mentioned laws, or at least some of them. The so-called "Sodomy laws" (insofar as they affect consenting adults) have been repealed in Illinois (1962), Connecticut (1972), Oregon (1972), Idaho (1972) and Colorado (1972).

Further "crime against nature" statutes which are worded exactly as is Massachusetts General Law Chapter 272 Section 34 have been declared unconstitutional by the Texas and Florida Supreme Courts. If and when the Massachusetts laws in this area are changed, the problems previously mentioned may be eliminated. But what are we to do at present to help those individuals who are arrested and are receiving criminal records?

The solution is not an easy one. An attorney or group of attorneys can challenge the constitutionality of these laws. This would temporar­ily deter police activities in the area. But is my feeling that the legislature would enact a new criminal statute which would be harsher than the present one. Another approach could be to start a legal suit against the various police departments to eliminate the use of police decays in homosexual solicitation cases. An agrument can be set forth that the use of police decays not only infringes on one's Constitutional rights but can also be considered police entrapment on a grand scale. For this, however, we need documentation of almost all criminal cases in this area.

By far the most powerful force that can be used to prevent the ruin of hundreds of persons' lives each year is public opinion itself. If and when the gay and straight communities realize that it is in their best interest to have these laws repealed, it will then happen.

(Editors footnote: Victims of entrapment in cruising areas are urged to obtain legal counsel. It is not greatly in evidence in our immediate area but in the event it is do as advised and obtain a lawyer.)

Ever pick someone up at the bar, go home for a quiet drink, then open your eyes to a ransacked apartment, your senses fuzzy, your friend of the evening gone, and your place stripped of all valuables? If it hasn't happened to you yet, take warning. The drug-dropping rip-off artists are here.

The Nuntius received scattered reports about a spate of such incidents in Houston this year, and similar reports often come in from other cities. Now it's happening here again, but fortunately one victim, though preferring to remain anonymous, has come forward with detailed information about his own case.

The victim, whom we shall call Bill, met a young man in the 'you name it bar'. Bill describes him as a white male, about 24, dark brown hair, light brown mustache, well dressed. He spoke with a slight accent, not native of the Midwest, and called himself "Ray, from San Antonio."

The two talked for some time, the young man speaking familiarly of several other gay bars in the city. After arriving at Bill's apart­ment, "Ray" asked for a drink, and insisted that Bill drink with him. He mixed his own, then asked to taste of Bill's. At some point in this exchange a powerful drug, probably chloral hydrate, was dropped in Bill's drink.

He awoke several hours later to a devastated apartment. The stereo, TV, expensive Nikon camera equipment, the best jewelry, and cash were missing - a total loss of over $3000.

Some of the missing items had little resale value and were prob­ably taken on a personal whim of the thief - things like record al­bums (Streisand and Baez only) and a souvenir Filipino knife.

Unlike many other victims of similar crimes, Bill promptly re­ported it to police. According to him, the police response was good, and a genuine investigation seems to be in progress. In fact one police inspector readily acknowledged that few gays are willing to talk to police, because of the well­founder fear of exposure and harass­ment. But in cases such as this, he declared, where homosexuality is not an issue, police are anxious to apprehend the real criminals and welcome reports of such incidents.

Bill's losses are insured, but he is no less eager to see the thief caught. Criminal elements of various types have always preyed on the gay community, taking ad­vantage of our too often helpless condi­tion. Be careful of whom you take home tonight, and please let us know if you have any information about this wanted man or any sim­ilar experiences that you might have had.

(Gay Liberator)

Know your tricks

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
5415 Fannin at Calumet
FREE ESTIMATES
on body work and repair
Foreign Car Specialist
528 9362
Hours 6 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Quality Printing at Printed while you wait prices.

City Art Studio
4615 Mt. Vernon
524 5612

Complete Service — Layout, Typesetting, and Printing.

Next time you need printing try us and you will see there is a difference in quality but not in price.

RONSUE'S
3236 McKinney
DALLAS, TEXAS ... 526-9333

open 7 p.m.
DAILY!

COMING SOON
SPECIAL WITH
BIG DAVID & YOUR OWN RONNIE SUE

EDITORIAL

SO WHO NEEDS (A) FRIEND?

And the answer is a lot of people. A large number of people have been in contact with Montrose Gaze: a lot more will need it in the future. But Montrose Gaze isn't likely to have a future unless a few more people stop verbalizing about their goodwork and actually do something to help it — for example, MONEY. Montrose Gaze is run by homosexual people. It helps gay people who are shy, lonely, cut off; it means that gay people whose only 'problem' is being gay don't have to go to their doctors, psychiatrists and social workers because Montrose Gaze can help them to adjust to being gay, can help them meet other gay people, can give them not acceptance but welcome. So get your hands out of your pockets (it will only make you blind!) and send some money to: Montrose Gaze, 504 Fairview or to the NUNITUS, Houston, Texas 77006.

The Editor

( Editor's note: This is a well meaning, hard working group of young men and women and any and all help will be appreciated by them and beneficial to the community.)

GROOVY NUDE. Pat Rocco, whose camera has done justice to many young actor and model, has come up with this revealing view of Groovy Guy '72.

GROOVY NUDE, Pat Rocco, whose camera has done justice to many young actor and model, has come up with this revealing view of Groovy Guy '72.
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DALLAS
BAKER'S MAINTENANCE SERVICE
127 North Edgesfield .......... 942-2837
BAYOU CLUB
3717 Rawlinns .......... 526-9302
BAYOU LANDING
2609 North Pearl .......... 742-3329
BRIAR PATCH, The
5709 Oram .......... 824-9190
CANDY STORE, The
3014 Throckmorton .. 526-9408
DELA BATHS
2609 North Pearl .......... 742-3329
MAANS, The Club
1118 North Henderson .. 824-9710
NUNTIUS
Dallas Office ..... 521-0218
SONSUE'S
3336 McKinney ..... 526-9333

FT. WORTH
AFTER DARK LOUNGE
1112 - 8th Ave. .... 332-0417

Houston
ANACO PUBLISHING COMPANY
P. O. Box 66416 - Houston, Texas 77006
BATHS, Mr. Frisby
3401 Milam .......... 523-8840
COBRA CLUB
905 Woodrow ..... 528-8810
GALLEON, The
2720 Richmond Avenue .... 528-8787
LA CAVA
1104 Tuan .......... 226-9325
LA BOHEME
1504 Westheimer .. 528-9552
MARY'S BAR
1022 Westheimer ..... 528-8851
HI KAMP
3400 Travis ..... 528-9772

MINI-PARK THEATRE
2907 South Main .......... 528-5881
NEW IMAGE, The
1904 South Shepherd ...... 528-9800
NUNTIUS
4615 Mt. Vernon .......... 524-5612
RED ROOM, The
612 Hadley .......... 226-8242
ROARING 60'S
2305 South Shepherd .... 528-9430
RICCI CORTEZ
2305 South Shepherd .... 528-1000
SARPAS ENTERPRISES
P. O. BOX 66003 - Houston, Texas 77006
SCENE 1
1904 South Shepherd .... 528-9800
SIXTY SECOND BAIL BOND
2319 South Shepherd .... 528-4406
STORYBOOK, The
1312 West Alabama .. 528-8141
900 CLUB, The
900 Lovett ........ 528-8900
FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
5415 Panlin ..... 528-9326

GALVESTON
ROBERTS LAFITTE
2503 Market .......... 763-5363

AUSTIN
THE APARTMENT
230 Rio Grande .......... 476-0224

WACO
THE PUB
1425 Franklin .......... 753-9136

Everyone's Fun House - Dallas RON SUE's ....526-9333
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